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SENIORS
Class of 2016
Lucille Venable Jared Wild
Annabella Vitti

Jacob Trent Luke Vandenberg
Austin Walker

Bryan Tripp Lucille Venable Claire Walsh

Courtney Tripp Annabella Vitti Betsy Wangsness

Bogar Trout Samuel Wade Zachary Watkins

Kaitlynn VanDaele Wyatt Wagoner Tyler Welter

Karmyn Wilford Mackenzie Williams
Lauren Hamilton
Donald Hawkins
Tevon Hastings
Forrest Hill

Jonathon Gray
Laine Hamilton
Alysha Hawkins
Skylar Hoffmeister

Tyler Gronek
Robyn Hardy
Donald Hawkins
Alex Humphrey

Ty Gross
Damon Hassenzahl
Tyler Hebert
Jacob Hyre

Alyssa Halasz
Ty Hassenzahl
Taylor Henry
Aurora Ireland
Colette
Venerable
Juliette Tedora
Dylan Timm
Salem Wade
Leah Wathen

Anna Swindle
Victoria Tinsley
Conor Urban
Jennifer Wahl
Hannah Swirple
Joshua Treadway
Colette Venerable
Samantha Walker
Juliette Tedora
Evan Trott
Ray Vigo
Megan Walkowe
Kyle Thieken
Andre Trout
Carrie Voll
Sydney Walsh
Dylan Timm
Erika Turner
Salem Wade
Leah Wathen
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Ty Clark
Matthew Cole
Jaylyn Cornett
Jackson Danley

Jackson Clary
Brookelynn Colf
Daphne Corwin
Amelia Davis

Luke Cleere
Bryce Colf
Dominico Cosarelli
Chelsea Davis

Janell Cluckey
Cameron Colon
Jennelle Crawford
Kyle Denison

Lukas Coker
Hailey Cook
Nicholas Curtis
Samuel Dennis
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Academic Awards

**Art**
- Monica Chicosky
- Paige Wright
- Thilor Clark
- Raleigh Griewahn
- Dean Hackett
- August Poling
- Hunter Beyer
- James Corwin

- Monica Geekie
- Ziya Sprague
- Emily Gensch
- Kelsey McKelvie
- Crystal Scales
- Victorica Shreck
- Savannah Zigler

**Music**
- Samuel Dickerson
- Mikkala Wilcox
- Haylee Callison
- Jennifer Hebert
- Hunter Boyd
- Sarah Hodgman
- Hannah Kelham
- Zoe Meyers

**Business & Computer Technology**
- Kaylynn Austin
- Caitlin Congden
- Casey Kohler
- Jessica Kusch
- Jillian Rebottaro
- Ben Wilkerson
- Konner Linn

- Harley Whitehead
- Ray Vigo
- Lance Wood
- Bailey Patton
- Collin Reum
- Sarah Marsh

**World Languages and Cultures**
- Megan Fretias
- Hannah Swirple
- Donavan Curley
- Mila Kobish
- Ian Thompson
- Kendall Brown
- Alexander Foss
- Zoe Myers
- Brendan Wyatt
- Andrew Marten

- Kendall Lam
- Aurora Ireland
- Kyle Dennison
- Isabel Lewandowski
- Kenneth Thoton
- Noah Grots
- Lucas Manuszak
- Katelyn Weatherford
- Joshua Arbini
- Jennifer Wahl

**Physical Education & Health**
- Kyle Denison
- Felicia Easterday
- J.T. Hughes
- Kendall McCullough
- Lyra Mackee
- Devan Mendez
- Kamryn Powell
- Katelyn Prohlit
- Carol Swan
- Samuel Bensheter
- Evan Cadmus
- Madison Gee

- Aaron Luci
- Mitch Meger
- Hannah Swirple
- Brianna Wiemer
- Cassandra Brown
- Tyffani Bryan
- Evan Cadmus
- Evan Eldred
- Gabriel Lopez
- Thomas Mammel
- Claire Marks-Wilt
- Olivia Nowak

**Virtual Academy**
- Wyatt Wagoner
- Trevor Bean
- Brandon Russell
- Brianna Tramelli
- Doug Sheats
- Trey Mitchell

- Samantha Thompson
- Stacy Torres
- Riley Carrier
- Sarah Darling
- TC Knowles
- Katrina Marek
- Samantha Walker
- Hannah Young
- Jennelle Crawford
- Donovan Curley
- Zachary Gentry
- Alexander Lammers
- Kierra Manley
- William Sparrow
- Katelyn Weatherford
- Charles Williams, II
- Kendall McCullough
- Nicole Pate
- Nathan Robberts
- Victoria Tinsley
- Leah Wathen
- Brian Kreps
- Zachary Myers
Academic Awards

English

Jeffrey Arnett
Cassidy Behnke
Sarah Hodgman
Illyana Mensah
Sarah Darling
James Gilbey
Maren Cremer
Madelyn Danely
Anthony Gilbert
Caleb Gilbert
Jonathon Gray
Skyler Hoffman
Konner Linn
Kendell McCullough
Kamryn Powell
Kaylee Stewart
Tevon Hastings
Hannah Swirple
Sydney Walsh
Jennifer Wahl
Max Benedict
Tahlor Clark
Gabrielle Downing
Justin Gilgallon
Zerenia Griffith
Jennifer Hebert
Andrew Kapnick
Amanda Osburn
Kyle Perkins
August Poling
Lindsey Sande
Albany LaGore
Claire Walsh
Riley Carrrier
Courtney Carter
Caitlin Congden
Cody Cooley
Sabrina Covell
Angela Davis
Adam Halasz
Ethan LaPlante
Chad Moore
Wade Ondrovick
Jillian Rebottaro
Heather Reppert
Kara Warman
Samantha Thompson
Cody Wilkins
Morgan Cadmus
Iris Quass
Jennelle Crawford
Ashlee Ebersole
Zachary Kabara
Alexander Lammers
Isabel Lewandowski
Ashton Loar
Kierra Manley
Zoe Meyers
Katelynn Proffitt
Jacob Treadway
Kenneth Thornton

Science

Steven Polchinski
Adam Shelby
Leah Wathen
TC Knowles
Nathan Behnke
Tiffany Bryan
Kassidy Connors
Sarah Marsh
Katelyn Shibetta
Cassandra Brown
Alyssa Cowell
Albany LaGore
Elissa Kedziorek
Christina Sawyer
Hannah Swirple
Charles Downey
Kendall McCullough
Austin Boast
Haylee Callison
Jennifer Hebert
Lindsey Sande
Brianna Tramelli
Claire Burnett
Andrew Kapnick
Anna Shadley
Oliver Autrey
Courtney Herron
Matthew Keggeris
Anna Shadley
Oliver Autrey
Zachary Gentry
Lucas Manuszak
Alex Thrasher
Dustin Bevins
Ashton Loar
Kenneth Thornton
Caleb Gilbert
Faith Meyers
Landon Pelhem
Brooklynn Colf
Jennelle Crawford
Alexander Foss
Alexander Lammers
Zoe Meyers
Sage Anstett
Morgan Cadmus
Jazmyn Ryan
Megan Freitas
Jonathon Gray

Mathematics

Ricardo Amador
Trenton Doyle
Kristen Hubbard
Madison Lee
Ashton Loar
Kierra Manley
Andrew Nagy
Bailey Nowak
Katelynn Proffitt
Ryan Roberts
Jesus Baez
Kyle Hannah
August Poling
Lucas Manuszak
Olivia Mills
Steven Polchinski
Nicholas Rulegde
Adam Shelby
William Sparrow
Anna Swindle
Hannah Swirple
Sydney Walsh
Leah Wathen
Cassandra Brown
Claire Burnett
Sarah Hodgman
Lorenzo Ramirez
Austin Walker
Kayla Benjamin
Tahlor Clark
Megan Dennis
Corey Larsen
Rebecca Mammel
Claire Marsh
William Sparrow
Katelyn Weatherford
Madelyn Danley
Zyia Sprague
Morgan Ammel
Jordan Kregier
James Terry
Hailey Wright
Joshua Bauer
Kendall Brown
Luke Cleere
Alexander Lammers
Payton Norkey
Justin Kusch
Albany LaGore
Benjamin Russell
Anna Shadley
Claire Walsh

Charles Downey
Andrew Entrup
Anthony Gilbert
Hailey Whitehead
Kylie Perkins
Claire Burnett
Ashlee Scott
Nicholas Rutledge
Cassidy Behnke
Corey Larsen
Jillian Rebottaro
Kamryn Powell

Austin Boast
Charles Downey
Ryan Elkins
Michaela Ely
Anna Galli
Justin Gilgallon
Devin Hopkins
Andrew Kapnick

Jessica Kusuh
Ashia Scott
Isane Cole
Courtney Herron
Diamond Tirado
Kegan Manley
Anna Shadley
Morgan Ammel
Ashely West
Destiny Torres
Katslyn Weatherford
Lillian Venable
Ben Wilkerson
Kaitlynn Simpson
Loriin Skibes
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Students of the Month

October 2014
Art-- Mariah Armstrong, Dean Hackett
Business-- Olivia Nowak, Benjamin Boettcher
Virtual Acad.-- Tori Helsel, Allen Comer
Music-- Jennifer Hebert, Samuel Dickerson
English-- Angela Chicoskey, Charles Williams II
Social Studies-- KaSandra Korte, Charles Downey
Health & P.E.-- Victoria Martines, Andrew Thompson
Life Skills-- Sadie Hampel, Stacy Torres
Math-- Oliver Aurey, Brendan Niles-Bautista
World Languages-- KatelIn Waterford, Brendan Niles-Bautista
Science-- Hannah Swirple, Anthony Gilbert

November 2014
Art-- Kelsey McKelvie, Victoria Schreck
Business-- Keirsten Prochaska, Adam Halasz
Virtual Acad.-- Alyssa Halasz, Ethan Sewell
Music-- Kelsey McKelvie, Remington Smith
English-- Caleb Nalli, Maren Cremer
Social Studies-- Jennelle Crawford, Zachary Gentry
Health & P.E.-- TC Knowles, Nicholas Rutledge
Life Skills-- Illyanna Mensah, Austin Boast
Math-- Zoe Meyers, Claire Marsh
World Languages-- Claire Marsh, Sam Dickerson
Science-- Jennelle Crawford, Alexander Foss

December 2014
Art-- Lyra Bannister, Alexandra Stocker
Business-- Kyle Farinha, Grant Anschuetz
Virtual Acad.-- Miranda Bartel, Wyatt Cadmus
Music-- Annabella Vitti, Lucas Manuszak
English-- Brianna Tramelli, Devin Hopkins
Social Studies-- Katelyn Weatherford, Samuel Benschoter
Health & P.E.-- Morgan Cadmus, Hayden Williams
Life Skills-- Kelly Gotham, Hathaitot Sukpattee
Math-- Tahlor Clark, Matthew Nowak--
Rochford
World Languages-- Ian Thomsen, Aldren Blayer
Science-- Albany LaGore, Bradley Arras

January 2015
Art-- August Poling, James Corwin
Business-- Emily Watson, Nicholas Kuenzer
Virtual Acad.-- Emily Watson, Wyatt Waggoner
Music-- Kyla Cleere, Hunter Boyd
English-- Courtney Herron, Drew Kapnick
Social Studies-- Leah Wathen, Steven Polchiniski
Health & P.E.-- Jordan Kreger, Evan Cadmus
Life Skills-- Kayli Irvine, Trevor Render
Math-- TC Knowles, Kyle Scales
World Languages-- Hannah Swirple, Ty Gross
Science-- Brookelynn Colt, Charles Downey
Students of the Month

February 2015
Art- Paige Wright, Jacob Bauman
Business- Madison Gee, James Terry
Virtual Acad.- Brianna Traelli, Justin Arbini
Music- Victoria Schreck, Lance Wood
English- Samantha Swaney, Zachary Gentry
Social Studies- Bailie Posten, Samuel Benschofer
Health & P.E.- Brookelynn Cof, Steven Polchinski
Life Skills- Kitten Miller, Kelsey Hammer
Math- Christina Sawyer, William Sparrow
World Languages- Victoria finsley, Jonathan Gray
Science- Cassidy Connors, Katelyn Schibetta

March 2015
Art- Monika Chicosky, Samuel Anklin
Business- Olivia Fazekas, Jacob Packard
Virtual Acad.- Sarah Humphries, Douglas Sheats
Music- Alicia Dusseau, Austin Walker
English- Riley Carrier, Cody Wilkins
Social Studies- Aurora Ireland, Brendan Niles
Health & P.E.- Anna Galli, Gabriel Lopez
Life Skills- Alexandra Stocker, Alexander Thomas
Math- Abigail Snider, Tyffani Bryan
World Languages- Isabel Lewandowski, Gerard Vaclavek
Science- Megan Freitas, Steven Polchinski

April 2015
Art- Cassidy Behnke, Zyia Sprague
Business- Kara Warman, Justin Breitenwischer
Virtual Acad.- Mackenzie Hawley, Clayton Stines
Music- Jaclyn Goble, Gabriel Lopez
English- Madison Myers, Nicholas Rutledge
Social Studies- Kendra Williams, Oliver Autrey
Health & P.E.- Hannah Swirple, Grant Anschuetz
Life Skills- Emily Gensch, Jack Dick
Math- Margaret Foss, Courtney Herron
World Languages- Donovan Curley, Tessa Kazmierczak
Science- Courtney Herron, Connor Palm

May 2015
Art- Abigail Thomas, Samuel Anklin
Business- Corbin Karle, Cody Wilkins
Virtual Acad.- Amber Bilven, Nathan Lakatos
Music- Cassidy Behnke, Chadwick Moore
English- Sarah Marsh, Wyatt Wagoner
Social Studies- Kierra Manley, Andrew Greene
Health & P.E.- Ashia Scott, Kyle Denison
Life Skills- Verna Trapp, Caitlin Congdon
Math- Kelsey Bogrow, Jesus Baez
World Languages- Aurora Ireland, Dustin Bevins
Science- Trevor Calkins, Konner Liam
Seniors of the Month

September 2014
Jordan Kreger
Nathen Brady

October 2014
Cassandra Brown
Nathaniel Coffin

November 2014
Kelsey Hammer
Kody McCrate

December 2014
Grant Anschuetz
Andrew Morgan

January 2015
Joshua Arbini
Olivia Nowak

February 2015
Tatum Harvey
Jeff Arnett

March 2015
Cassidy Behnke
Andrew Waite
Foreign Exchange Students

Lledo Ofrecio
Spain

Verena Trapp
Germany

Maren Cremer
Germany

Hathaipiot Sukpattee
Thailand

Piet Strohshein
Germany

Henrieta Harcsova
Slovakia

Oscar Widen
Sweden

Anna Galli
Italy
Sports
Varsity Football

(Left to Right) Back Row, Coach Conklin, Coach Avis, Coach Stead, Coach Ayre, Coach Freestone, Coach Hession, Coach Meger, Coach Schmidt; 5th Row, Jeff Arnett, Alex Frederick, Andrew Kapnick, Liam Deland, Justin Kusch, Joseph Prochaska, Jaimen Glover, Jacob Coker, Brian Tripp, Elijah Bouldin; 4th Row, Nate Smith, Lorenzo Ramirez, Josh Marcum, Chris Hawkins, Josh Treadway, Jordan Fussman, Lance Blair, Hunter Beyer, Andy Thompson; 3rd Row, Isaac Aceuna, Sam Benschoter, Thomas Mammel, Jacob Black, Jack Dick, Ian Quick, Zach Watkins, Adam Halasz, Landon Pelham; 2nd Row, Jacob Blythe, Anthony Hill, Andrew Entrup, Grant Anschuetz, Kody McGrale, Evan Cadmus, Levi Coward, Mitchell Meger, Silas Rebottaro; Front Row, Coach Connors, Jacob Treadway, Doug Sheats, Nate Coffin, Jimmy Terry, Wyatt Cadmus, Nathan Brady, Coach Romano

(Left) Indians going in for the tackle.
(Right) Grant Anschuetz makes a spectacular catch.

The team runs onto the field. ROLL TRIBE!

Tecumseh faces off against Adrian.
Junior Varsity Football

The team stands in line for the National Anthem.

The defense prepares to make another big stop.

The team sets for the play.
The team goes over their game plan with Coach Stead and Coach Connors.

Payton Norkey gets upfield.

Will Sparrow finds the lane against Adrian.
Sideline Cheer

(Left to Right) Back Row: Brianna Brown, Courtney Moore, Maddie Rucinski, Coach Stephanie Hess, Tori Risinger, Fiona Michaelson, and Sierra Mullins;
Middle Row: Katie Ratafski, Katie Lape, Anna Shadley, Jessica Rowe, Bethaney Ketola, and Laine Hamilton;
Front Row: Jenny Hebert, Haylee Callison, Brianna Wiemer, Tiffany Wolf, Marissa Kinner, and Ashley Higgins.

Team poses as a pink breast cancer ribbon in honor of breast cancer at the pink out game.

(Top Right) Cheerleaders stunting to cheer on their team.
(Above) Cheerleaders pumping up the jungle.

Getting the jungle rowdy!
Boys Varsity Soccer

(Left to Right) Back Row: Coach Kyle, Josh McKenzie, Ethan Humphries, Dillon Donaghy, Joshua Nowak, Bogar Trout, Gabe Giovannone, Chase Hatfield, Nick Giovannone, Devin Mendez, Coach Nowak; Front Row: Gino Giancoli, Nick Wyatt, Konnor Linn, Jarrett Oldeck, Noah Crotts, Noah Schoenburger, Oliver Autrey, Owen Swan, Landon Worsham, Caleb White.
Boys Junior Varsity Soccer

(Left to Right) Back Row: Jackson Clary, Cole Richards, Mike Boegel, Ben Russel, Evan Risinger, Ryan Sharp, Jacob Soules, Coach Braunschnider; Front Row: Alex Lammers, Matt Nowak, Brendan Wyatt, Bradley Spakes, Dominick Coscarelli, Jordan Harkness, Hunter Kocaj, Liam Eliott

Bradley Spakes dribbles past the defense

Jacob Soules fights to gain possession

Ryan Sharp takes the ball downfield
Girls Cross Country

(Top Left) Coach Stockford, Kendall Brown, Morgan Meyers, Jessica Tebbetts, Katelyn Weatherford, Emily Alderman, Myssa Hedrick, Kelsey Hammer, Kristin Randolph, Christina Sawyer, Kristina Ziemer, Coach Foley

(Top Left) Kristina Ziemer runs at the Jackson Invitational.

(Bottom Left) Kelsey Hammer tries for another great time.

(Top Right) Jessica Tebbetts pulls away from the pack.

(Bottom Right) Kristin Randolph leads the way.
Boys Cross Country

(Left to right) Back Row: Coach Foley, Lance Wood, Gabe Lopez, Luke Vandenberg, Blaine Cytlak, Jeff Case, Ben Lige, Alex McDowell, Collin Thompson, Ray Virgo, Jared Lipnichan, Clinton Olberg; Front Row: Drew Morgan, Collin Trainor, Ian Thomsen, Jack Lacasse, Drew Marten, Nick Rutledge, Skyler Root, Jarred Waite, Justin Breitenwisher, Andrew Wait, Lucas Manusak, Coach Stockford

Coach Foley gives the boys a pep talk.

Gabe Lopez cruises past the competition.

Jack Lacasse pushes himself for the finish.
Freshman Volleyball

(Left to Right) Back Row, Livia Osworth, Amber Bliven, Kelly Gotham, Baylee Thompson, Emily Bauer, Coach Brokaw; Front Row, Morgan Cadmus, Emily Golab, Talia Rebottaro, Maddie Harkness, Holly Smith, Jessica Kane, Mila Kobish

While Morgan Cadmus and Holly Smith cover the attack, Baylee Thompson attacks against Dexter.

Jessica Kane plays great defense against Dexter.
Varsity Volleyball


The players come together after blocking a play.

Taylor Mareches tips the ball at the tournament in Coldwater.

Meghan Frietas sets the ball for Mykenzie Niemann's spike.

The players line up for the National Anthem.

The girls group up after a play to get pumped.
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Junior Varsity Volleyball

Claire Wilt tips over the Dexter blocker and gets the point.

Rebecca Mammel blocks Dexter’s ball while Lauren Lewis covers the block.

Emily Phelan serves against Dexter.

(Left to Right) Back Row: Haley Korr, Kayley Stork, Miranda Byrd, Lauren Lewis, Rebecca Mammel, Alayna Polter, Grace Maves, Kamryn Powell, Coach Houg;
Front Row: Danielle Nowak, Hailey Whitehead, Emily Phelan, Mackenzie Deters, Claire Wilt, Carrie Voll
Girls Golf

(Left to Right) Maggie Liuska, Claire Franco, Kara Warman, Paige Rupley, Ashley Barth, Alyssa Halasz, Harley Whitehead

Paige Rupley chips it on the green.

Claire Franco focuses on the ball.

Ashely Barth makes another impressive drive.
Equestrian

(Left to Right): Diane Kimmitt, Jillian Rebottaro, Breanna Tramelli, Matthew Ginter, Savanna Maynard, Kayla Wallich

Breanna Tramelli and Matthew Ginter enjoying some free time before their performance.

Kayla Wallich speeds down the arena to achieve the best time for her team.

Matthew Ginter getting ready to perform dressage with his horse.
Girls Swimming & Diving

Abby Lawson is getting her game face on.

(Left to Right) Back Row: Alicia Dusseau, Paige Sparrow, Madison Gee, Ashley Dempsey, Megan Lafollette, Karlee Murdy.
Front Row: Krista Shaft, Abby Lawson, Breanna Lane, Brynn Navins, Katie Simpson, Coach Eubanks

Megan Lafollette sets up another impressive dive.

The team cheers on Alicia Dusseau.

Madison Gee competes in the butterfly event.
Sports
Boys Varsity Basketball

(Left to Right) Back Row: Ben Boettcher, Doug Sheats, Silas Rebottaro, Sam Benschoter, Tommy Mammel, Jeff Arnett, Josh Arbini, Coach Norke; Front Row: Evan Cadmus, Elijah Bouldin, Jaimen Glover, Jimmy Terry, Alex Gillen, Zach Watkins, Trevor Willis, Dylan Smith.

Doug Sheats puts up the contested shot.

Tecumseh swarms the opponent.

The team comes together for the pre-game huddle.
Boys Junior Varsity Basketball

(Left to Right) Back Row: Justin Arbini, Trey Mitchell, Andrew Kappro; Andrew Trout; Ty Hassenzahl, Max Benedict; Front Row: Michael Litogot, Jordan Patterson, Damon Hassenzahl, Kevin Sheats, Payton Norkey, Alex Foss

The team defends the paint.

Kevin Sheats dives for the loose ball.

Max Benedict puts up a shot.
Girls Varsity Basketball

(Top Left) Kara Warman inbounds the ball.
(Above) Albany Lagore brings the ball up the court.
(Left) Becca Mammel puts in another basket.

Becca Mammel takes the tip off for the Indians.
Girls Junior Varsity Basketball

(Left to Right) Back Row: Verema Trapp, Baylee Thompson, Marissa Pasha, Livia Osworth, Coach Haselschwerdt; Front Row: Cassidy Steger, Amelia Davis, Jadden Murry, Rachel Entrup.

The team goes over the game plan.

Jadden Murry calls for the ball.

Tecumseh sets up for the rebound.

Baylee Thompson looks for an open teammate.
Varsity Wrestling


Wyatt Cadmus slams his Bedford opponent.

Kyle Humphries wins another match!

Wyatt Cadmus slams his Bedford opponent.

Rob Hunter pins his opponent with ease.
(Above) The team lines up for the National Anthem.

(Top right) Tommy Mitchell dives in at the state competition.

(Bottom left) Collin Eberle dives at states and places 6th out of 30. Great job!

(Bottom right) Tecumseh swimmers prepare to begin their event.

(Middle) Jared Russell takes his starting position.
Competitive Cheer

The team competes at the Lincoln Invitational.

The cheer team does a peppy hurrah in round two. GO INDIANS!
Girls Bowling


Kendall Harron with a strike for their team.

(Left to Right) Samantha Withrow, Courtney Herron, Whitney Hite, Brianna Wiemer.

Samantha Withrow celebrates with her coach.
Boys Bowling

(Left to Right) Back Row: Coach Wigner, Bradley Duncan, Devin Hopkins, Cody Wilkins, Alex Muchenstrum, Evan Eldred, Justin Murphy, Eric Diehl, Coach Rapaich; Front Row: Zachary Ribsara, Alex Hurd, Andrew Waite, Jacob Randolph, Collin Thompson, Jarrett Oldeck, Daniel Frazier, Charles Downey, Ashton Loar.

Justin Murphy gets another strike.

Tevon Hastings sets up.

Cody Wilkins setting up to take down the competition.

Jarrett Oldeck looks to help the team.
Gymnastics

Alaina Carr does a stunt on the balance beam.

Kassidy Connors shows her moves on the balance beam.

Kelsey Bogrow works hard to lead her team to victory!

Kayla adds another strike out to her day on the mound.

Dani lines the pitch to centerfield.

Tyffani Bryan scores another run.

Jessica Kane makes a leaping catch to save a run.
Junior Varsity Softball

(Left to Right) Back Row: Coach Novak, Mila Kobish, Sasha Covell, Grace Maves, Skylar Gonzales, Maren Cremer, Carrie Voll, Coach Boswell.
Front Row: Alicia Dusseau, Holly Smith, Morgan Cadmus, Alyssa Halasz, Courtney Herron, Katie Simpson

(Above) Morgan gets sign from 3rd base coach to keep going towards home!

Alyssa pitches to opposing team.

Holly Smith tags a Saline opposite.

Holly Smith is up to bat and gets ready to hit a home run.
Varsity Baseball

(Left to Right) Back Row: Coach Bullinger, Coach Kasper, Sam Benschoter, Jukeb Coker, Grant Anschuetz, Jeremy Hatfield, Evan Eldred, Alex Mukensturn, Jeff Arnett, Coach Linde; Front Row: Dylan Smith, Drew Morgan, Spencer Cowen, Evan Cadmus, Trevor Willis, AaronLuc, Tanner Fugate, Jordan Patterson

Muk makes the pick off play.

Sam Benschoter fields the grounder with ease.

Alex Mukensturn pitches to the opposing team.

Evan Cadmus steps up to bat against the Chelsea Bulldogs.
Junior Varsity Baseball


Will Sparrow delivers the pitch.

Will McAran looks for a home run.

Kyle Thieken dives for the catch.

Trey Mitchell makes the tag.
Girls Varsity Soccer

(Left to Right), Back Row: Coach Kossey, Arika Tabor, Megan Frietas, Jordan Kreger, Savannah Ameel, Veronica Trapp, Morgan Ameel; 2nd Row: Madison Howe, Melanie Hilderley, Claire Marks-Wilt, Madison Tedora, Cassandra Brown; 3rd Row: Maggie Ross, Hannah Hudgins, Emily Phelan, Olivia Nowak, Albany LaGore, Julie Tedora

Emily Phelan kicks the ball to another teammate.
Maggie Ross kicks the ball past the defense.
Olivia Nowak shoots the ball
Morgan Ameel makes the goal.
Madison Howe passes the ball to her teammate.
Girls Junior Varsity Soccer

(Left to Right), Back Row: Coach Braunschneider, Kendrah Baker, Kiley Cameron, Rachel Sanders, Livia Osworth, Madison Lee, Elizabeth Wellman, Airiss Broussard, Felecia Easterday, Jamie Frick, Sarah Jaques, Alaina Carr, Vaulee Broussard, Amber Bliven; 2nd Row: Jamie Quintanilla, Carlee Swan, Kelsey Bogrow, Chloe Reum, Bailie Posten; 3rd Row: Katie Ruhulis, Morgan.

Elise Hill dribbles the ball through the defense.

Amber Bliven passes the ball to a teammate.

Alaina Carr sets up for the blast.

Chloe Reum steals the ball from the other team.
Boys Varsity Lacrosse

(Left to Right) Back Row: Coach Ayre, Coach Hession, Evan Lopez, Alex Humphries, Robert Moore, Logan McCarthy, Bogar Trout, Mike Litogot, Sam Aukin, Piet Strehshein Kaleb Tabor, Coach Stephens, Coach Scheffer; 2nd Row: Conner Palm, Conner Eberle, Alex Gilbert, Mike Flores, Kyle Brown, Wade Osburn, Jared Lipnician, Wyatt Wagener; Front Row: Levi Coward, Devon Cochran, Justin Breitenwischer, Ricky Amador, Fernando Robison, Nick Kuenzer, Adam Robinson, Lance Blair.

The attack sets up the play.

Alex Gilbert focuses on the ball.

The team celebrates another victory.

Jared Lipnician steals the ball from the other team.
Boys Junior Varsity Lacrosse

(Left to Right) Back Row: Coach Scheffler, Zack Humphrey, Mike Burns, Leo Findley, Connor Ameel, Adam Robinson, Sam Anklin, Lucas Barron, Lance Blair, Coach Stephens; Front Row: Drew Francis, JT Hughes, Drake Ringer, Connor Urban, Sam Dickerson, Sage Anstett, Skylar Root, Kyle Brown.

The boys cheer on their team while taking a rest.

Sam Dickerson flies past Chelsea.

Kylar Root, Bryce Colt, and Connor Ameel defend their goal.

JV Boys come together after a win against Ann Arbor-Huron!
Girls Varsity Lacrosse


Katrina Marek and Maggie Liuska track down the opponent.

Tecumseh scores!

The girls celebrate another win for THS!

Kelly Gotham siles by a defender.
Boys Golf

(Left to Right) Back Row: Zach Gentry, Ray Vigo, Oscar Widen, Ty Hassenzahl, Ian Quick, Damon Hassenzahl, Chad Moore, Kody McCrate, Coach Oswoth; Front Row: Alex Foss, Hunter Gomez, Brady Wild, Carter Clarke, Max Benedict, Gino Ciaciolo, Alex Gillen.
Boys Track and Field

(Left to Right) Back Row: Caleb Nahli, Collin Thompson, Nick Schnur, Gabe Lopez, Jeff Case, Austin Shute, Ian Lige, Donovan Curley; Third Row: Coach Foley (Mrs.), Coach Foley (Mr.), Garrett Prieur, Blame Cytlak, Andrew Eulau, Luke Vandenberg, Chris Hawkins, Alex Frederick, Alex McDowell, Joe Figuski, Coach Ewing; Second Row: Josh McKenzie, Dylan Coleman, Mitch Meger, Nate Coffin, Jimmy Terry, Josy Prochaska, Cole Lightfoot, Peyton Norkey, Noah Crots, Lance Wood; Front Row: Jarod Fritchman, Alex Lammers, Jarred Waite, Tommy Mammel, Andrew Waite, Lucas Manuszak, Ian Thompson, Jack Lacosse, Hayden Whitehead, Coach Nevins

(Left) Josh Treadway launches the shotput and places second against the Dreadnaughts.

(Right) Gabe Lopez sprints toward the finish line after the 4x800 meter relay.

(Below) Jimmy Terry hands the baton off to Noah Crots in the 4x8.
Girls Track and Field

(Left to Right) Back Row: Coach Nevins, Coach Ewing, Christina Sawyer, Rachel Entrup, Jennifer Entrup, Megan Walkowe, Katie Weatherford, Tahlor Clark, Ashley Ebersole, Victoria Tinsley. Coach (Mr.) Foley, Coach (Mrs.) Foley; Middle Row: Trisha Clark, Hailey Whitehead, Harley Whitehead, Naydean Olhman, Lauren Hamilton, Elissa Hedrick, Christina Ziemer, Kendall Brown; Front Row: Savana Gilgallon, Chico, Kelsey Hammer, Diamond Tirado

Tahlor Clark runs the hurdles against Adrian.

Yet another win for Tecumseh!
Clubs

National Honor Society

Students Against Destructive Decisions

Fellowship of Christian Athletes

Book Club
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Clubs

le Club Français

Spanish Club

Student Athlete Advisory Council

Link Crew

Voices for Change
Front Row: Lance Wood and Kade Smith
Elevation: Katrina Marek, Jaclyn Geble, Emily
Gensch, Taylor Clarke.

The Tecumseh Band performs their concert.

The THS Marching Band pumps the crowd up.

Left to Right: Kjersten VanDaele, Chad Moore,
Joey Serafin, Sam Wade.
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Choir

(Left to Right) Back Row: Clinton Olberg, Sam Anklin, Chris Wolf, Ray Vigo; Middle Row: Adam Kememer, Haylee Callison, Shelby Starnes; Front Row: Alexis Roberts, Corbin Karle, Tatum Harvey.

The THS Choir performs their Holiday Concert in December.

(Left to Right) Back Row: Sarah Shute, Hannah Kelham, Alicia Hawkings, Haylee Callison; Middle Row: Fiona Michaelson, Allison Knisler, Melanie Hilderly; Front Row: Miranda Ries, Kelsey McKelvie.
Tecumseh Youth Theatre

What Remains

(List To Right) Reilly Cardella, Mollie Cardella, Kyla Cleere, Ashley West, Joey Serafin.

Madison Myers and Adam Kemerer share a moment.

The cast takes their final bow after their incredible performance.

Left To Right: Maddie Myers, Adam Kemerer, Ashley West, Amanda Osburn, Jessica Kusch.
Tecumseh Youth Theatre

CATS

(Left To Right) Top: Jessica Kusel, Joey Serafin, Jack Lacrosse, Sam Payne, David Frandle, Jace Hyre, Hunter Boyd, Sam Dickerson, Noah Kittle, Ashley West, Kaleb Kemmer, Keira Menley, Maddie B., Abby Keyser, Angela Chickosky, Cheyanne Adcox.
Powderpuff

(Let to Right) Back Row: Olivia Nowak, Cassandra Brown, Kelly Watkins, Mackenzie Hawley, Hailey Frederick; Third Row: Keirstin Prochaska, Kara Warman, Savannah Ameel, Hannah Betzoldt, Hailey Wright, Emily Watson, Claire Burnett; Second Row: Diamond Tirado, Victoria Martinez, Baylee Beyer, Mykenzie Niemann, Michelle Roberts, Jordan Kreger, Tatum Harvey, Brooke Mostowy; Front Row: Sharon Kaska

Touchdown! Junior Madi Howe runs the ball in against the freshmen

1, 2, 3. Break! Coaches Jimmy Terry and Jeff Arnett give Jordan Kreger the play to run
Mr. Roberts and Mr. Novak dress as Men in Black on Twin Day.

Brook Colf, Kassidy Connors, Alaina Carr, and Carley Swan on Mismatch Day.

(Left) Corbin Karle and Miranda Ries are dressed in the same onesie pajamas for Twin Day.

(Bottom Left) Ms. Lemon and Mrs. Shepher are decked out in denim for Twin Day.

(Below) Mr. Welcome shows his school spirit for Orange and Black Day.

Monica Geckie and Ashley Buli on Twin Day.

(Above) Gabe Bochtel, Fernando Robison, Dani Nowak, and Jacob Suchy on Mismatch Day.

(Below) Mr. Stead and Wyatt Cadmus dress as Mr. Stead on Twin Day.
Homecoming Float Building

The Sophomore float takes shape.

Working the farm with the juniors' country music themed float.

Madi Lee and Hailey Cook working on the freshman float.

The freshmen get groovy with their disco float.

The Seniors' rockin' float!
Homecoming Parade

Tecumseh High School students represent their teams, clubs, and school in this year’s homecoming parade!

The underclassmen homecoming court waves to the crowd during the parade!

The soccer and football teams show their spirit!
William Sparrow and Brooklynn Coff are the representatives for the freshman class. Devin Mendez and Emily Gillen are the sophomore representatives.

Landon Worsham and Harley Smith are the junior representatives.

Nate Coffin and Jordan Kregger are the senior representatives.

Nathan Brady and Claire Burnett are this year’s homecoming winners!

Josh Arbini and Olivia Nowak are the senior representatives.

Evan Cadmus and Claire Burnett.
KCAD Dual Enrollment

(Left to Right) Back Row. Hannah Betzoldt, Eddy Welch, Faith Meyers, Gabrielle Downing, Paige Sparrow, Abigail Mendez;
Front Row. Nathan Brady, Miranda Bartel, Ashley Hull, Kamianna Pickarek, Emily Bartel, Alexis Mauricio


(Left) The hallway display case is filled with student work from the class.
Biggest Petty Mouth:
Jacob Blythe
Kara Warman

Biggest Flirt:
Jordan Kreger
Alex Muckensturm

Most Athletic:
Wyatt Cadmus
Cass Brown

Best Eyes:
Nick Schnur
Olivia Nowak

Next American Idol:
Sarah Hodgman

Nicest Person:
Ben Boettcher
Illy Mensah

Biggest Teacher's Pet:
Mariah Armstrong
Savannah Ziegler

Class Clowns:
James LaFramboise

Couple that should have been:
Nick Schnur
Jordan Kreger
Senior Mock Elections

Most changed since Middle School:
Hannah Betzoldt

Cutesi Couple:
Cass Brown
Nate Brady

Best Style:
Monica Geickie
Matt Austin

Most Creative:
Paul Mallory

Best Smile:
Kody McCrate
Tatum Harvey

Biggest Gossiper:
Evan Eldred
Keirstin Prochaska

Best Hair:
Hannah Heers
Nate Brady

Most Sarcastic:
Chole Stitt
Collin Eberle

Most School Spirit:
Trevor Willis
TICWSS Spirit Week

The sophomore class decorated pole for spirit week competition.

Marisa Alvarez, Terra Bokor, Daniel Nowak, and Eric Diehl having fun on Pajama Day.

(Left to Right) Sasha Covell, Lance Wood, Tyler Welter, Alex Hurd, Ashley Dempsey, TC Knowles, Annabella Vitti, and Katie Hubbard celebrate Orange and Black Day.

Gabrielle Downing showing her school spirit during TICWSS Week.
TICWSS Pep Rally

Students from each grade show their spirit in the basketball dribbling competition.

The freshmen put up a good fight against the juniors in tug-of-war.

Whipped cream covers Clinton Olberg and Brianna Wiemer after they compete in a pie eating contest.

The teachers compete against the seniors in tug-of-war.
TICWSS Royalty

King & Queen
Tatum Harvey & Evan Cadmus

Freshman: Morgan Cadmus, Liam Elliott
Sophomores: Emily Phelan, Jordan Patterson
Juniors: Lucy Venables, John Grayson
Seniors: Mackenzie Hawley, Kody McCrate; Tatum Harvey, Evan Cadmus; Mykenzie Niemann, Josh Arbini; Emily Watson, Adam Hidlasz
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Special Olympics

(Left to Right) Back Row: Lucy Dunn, Jayna Michele, Brooke Seegert, Dean Hackett, Alex Eaton, Aston Salkeld; Alyssa Cowell, Jade Stringer, Aleah Glover, Gage Cupp, Abby Mendez, Brianna Weimer, Sammi Wood, Kamryn Wilford, Wade Ondrovick, Andrew Waite, Ryan Eaton, Drew Morgan, Grant Anschutz, Samantha Swaney, Morgan Skelton.

Aleah Glover and Ashley Slone dominate their race!

Samantha Swaney and Jade Stringer lead the way in their relay.

The students take their celebrated applause to the rear of their peers.
After Prom
Quiz Bowl

The Quiz Bowl team prepares to compete against the staff.

Sabrina Michaelson adds on another point for the JV Quiz Bowl team.

The staff waits patiently for the next question.

Katrina Marek and Mitchell Merrell focus on answering the next question.
Art Show/Celebration of Writing
Graduation
Parent Pride

Paige Wurzel

From when you were a little girl to this day, you have only given us reasons to hold our heads up in pride. We are so lucky to have you as our daughter. Congratulations on your graduation and may you have an awesome future.

Love,

Mom and Pappy

Matt Austin

Matthew,
We are so thankful and proud to have watched you grow into the wonderful young man you are. Congratulations and good luck at Indiana University. The sky is the limit.

-Mom, Dad, Nick, & Seth
TILTON & SONS SHOES
Owners George (Bud) & Gladys Tilton
And Sons Tim & Todd
134 E. Chicago Blvd.
Tecumseh, MI 49286
(517) 423-2150
Fax (517) 423-2206
tiltonshoes@d-pcomm.net

Mon-Fri 9:00-5:30
Sat. 9:00-5:00
extended hrs. by appointment

Second Chance Consignment Boutique
New & Gently Used Clothing & Accessories for the whole family
1561 W Maumee St.
Adrian, MI 49221
(517) 263-3000
Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6
Saturday 10-5
Sunday closed

MARTINS HOME CENTER
145 W. Chicago Blvd. • Tecumseh, MI 49286
David Martin
(517) 423-2065
martinhc2@comcast.net

State Farm
Scott D Campbell, Agent
502 E Chicago Blvd, P.O. Box 360
Tecumseh, MI 49286-0360
Bus 517 423 3820 Toll Free 800 618 6999
Fax 517 423 1453
scott.campbell.be9o@statefarm.com

Good Neighbor Agent since 1991

Salon 102
154 W. Michigan Ave.
Clinton, MI 49236
(517) 456-4384
salon102.webs.com
*Check us out on Facebook*

| Hair Cutting | Hair Coloring | Dimensional Coloring |
| Facial Waxing | Pedicures & Shellac Manicures |
Brownie’s House of Pizza
1002 W Chicago Blvd, Tecumseh
423-8324

Tecumseh Subway
900 W Chicago Blvd, Tecumseh
423-3290

Carpet on Wheels
119 W Chicago Blvd, Tecumseh
423-4329

Bailey’s Water Care, LLC
102 W Logan’s St, Tecumseh
423-3515
In Loving Memory of

Cheyanne Nicole Dennis

November 2, 1996 - November 2010

In loving memory of Chey,

Cheyanne was an amazing girl who was many things. She was smart, pretty, kind, and a role model for others. She knew how to make you laugh, lend a helping hand, and reach out to others in need. She inspired all of us to be better.

Chey wasn't just a good student, but a good friend. She listened, encouraged, and supported her friends in every way that she could. She loved her friends and her friends loved her.

Cheyanne was also a very loving daughter, sister, granddaughter, niece, and cousin. Her family was very important to her. She made a point of spending time with them at every opportunity. She enjoyed her time with her family, even if it was just sitting around and watching her favorite TV show or movie with them.

Cheyanne enjoyed many different things. She loved the Beatles, reading novels, eighties music that she and I would jam out to, and she loved watching scary movies with her dad. She loved getting ice cream with her grandparents, and helping her little cousins even if they drove her crazy. She loved her family and they loved her.

Our Chey-Chey, you will forever be in our hearts and thoughts, and you will forever be missed. We love you.

Also, Cheyanne would be very proud of all her peers. Graduating is an important stepping stone of life, and it's something to celebrate.

Love,

Mom
Cheyanne Nicole Denniss